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PRESS RELEASE

MADE IN  GERMANY - All products are designed, developed and manufactured by Pan Acoustics in Germany.

The German audio specialist Pan Acoustics announces, that from March Johannes Kampert 
will join the company as “Head of Global Sales”. In the position he will sign responsible for all 
worldwide sales activity and will drive continued expansion of the global sales network.

“Johannes brings to us vast experience in international sales of complex audio and video networks. 
His commercial expertise combined with technical know-how is a real benefi t to our organization 
and we are looking forward to working together”, says Udo Borgmann, CEO at Pan Acoustics.

Wolfenbüttel, March 15th 2021

Johannes Kampert joins Pan Acoustics as Head of Global Sales

“At Pan Acoustics I found key values that are crucial to me: Quality, experience, passion 
and fun in what you do. I sincerely believe in success through people and in building long 
term partnerships. Pan Acoustics has an ideal growth perspective and I’m looking forward to 
each client who wants to work with us now – and in the future”, says Johannes Kampert.

Pan Acoustics is an audio manufacture on highest industrial standards creating audio solutions 
for complex acoustic environments. As one of the fi rst manufacturers Pan Acoustics made 
beam steering technology practically usable in their Pan Beam speaker series dating back to 
2005 already. The solutions can be heard in worldwide renown projects like Airport Charles 
de Gaulle in Paris, Parliament of Angola, Exeter College in Oxford or St. Stephen’s Basilica 
in Budapest where the systems guarantee for excellent and natural sound reproduction. 
Research, development, manufacturing and administration are all located in the brand 
new headquarters based in Wolfenbüttel, Germany. For more information please visit 
www.pan-acoustics.de


